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THOMAS BROCKMANN, Dynastie, Kaiseramt und Konfession: Politik
und Ordnungsvorstellungen Ferdinands II. im Dreißigjährigen Krieg,
Quellen und Forschungen aus dem Gebiet der Geschichte, NS 25 (Pa -
der  born: Schönigh, 2011), 518 pp. ISBN 978 3 506 76727 1. €64.00

Ferdinand II is one of the most important figures in Central European
history. His reign as Habsburg monarch and Holy Roman emperor
(1619–37) coincided with the outbreak of the Thirty Years War; a con-
flict he did much to shape and prolong and which posed an existen-
tial crisis for his dynasty and faith. Perhaps given the complexity of
these events, few historians have tackled even specific aspects, still
less a full biography. Our view remains distorted by that of his en -
emies, who depicted him as a bigoted tyrant seeking an illegal ‘uni-
versal monarchy’ in alliance with his Spanish cousins. We are still
waiting for a satisfactory biography, but Thomas Brockmann’s 2006
Habilitation at last provides a sophisticated and detailed analysis of
Ferdinand’s motives and policies.

Brockmann’s overall argument is clear and well founded.
Ferdinand constantly struggled to reconcile two potentially conflict-
ing aims, both before his succession and subsequently. His first pri-
ority was to surmount the crisis posed by the Bohemian revolt begin-
ning with the Defenestration of Prague in May 1618. At its heart, this
meant stabilizing Habsburg rule weakened by two decades of costly
war against the Turks and internecine succession struggles which left
the dynasty bankrupt and vulnerable to pressure from the nobles in
its many kingdoms and provinces. This situation suggested Ferdi -
nand should neutralize the immediate threat and prevent the revolt
from spreading. Yet the revolt also represented an opportunity for
what Brockmann repeatedly calls a ‘roll back’ of gains previously
made by Habsburg opponents, both in the hereditary lands and the
Empire as a whole. Success depended on striking the right balance
between securing stability and capitalizing on opportunity. Ferdi -
nand wanted to improve his position relative to his opponents, but
needed to avoid fuelling further conflicts he lacked the means to
fight. As Brockmann shows, Ferdinand consistently narrowly mis-
judged the balance, always leaving just enough fires burning to re-
ignite the war in the Empire.

Brockmann’s most important point emerges from his analysis of
this dilemma. Ferdinand relied on his formal position as Habsburg
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monarch and, after August 1619, as emperor to compensate for his
inability to raise the resources needed to secure his aims by force
alone. This places constitutional rights and their interpretation at the
heart of the story, and goes a long way to explaining why all parties
to the conflict related their policies to the imperial constitution and its
various charters like the Peace of Augsburg of 1555. Perhaps more
than for most early modern rulers, Ferdinand’s authority depended
on a façade of power sustained by the mantle of legitimacy. Brock -
mann’s detailed analysis shows Ferdinand’s overriding concern to
stay within what he regarded as the correct interpretation of his con-
stitutional powers, even if this meant foregoing desirable political
opportunities presented by military victories. Religion fitted into this
framework, rather than dominating it. Ferdinand exemplified the
‘Catholic mainstream’ (pp. 454–5) view of faith and policy. His out-
look was decidedly Catholic and he did not see his imperial role as
impartial mediator between the rival confessions. However, he
rejected Providentialist thinking and was not prepared to be guided
by theologians alone. 

The analysis proceeds chronologically from the outbreak of the
Bohemian revolt to the conclusion of the electoral congress at
Regensburg in November 1630. Brockmann argues forcefully that
Ferdinand did not thwart Matthias’s efforts to defuse the Bohemian
revolt through mediation, demonstrating that no one in Vienna
believed the situation could be ended just by talking. The Bohemian
crisis influenced how Ferdinand dealt with each subsequent prob-
lem. He strove to minimize the impression that his policies were dic-
tated by religion, arguing instead that his opponents had wilfully
misunderstood their constitutional rights. He did not hesitate to use
force against them, but the scale and rapidity of his response was
constrained both by inadequate fiscal and military means, and by the
desire not to antagonize the Protestant German princes and other
European powers. In contrast to enemies such as Frederick V of the
Palatinate, Ferdinand remained pragmatic and made significant con-
cessions to win allies or neutralize additional threats, such as that
posed by the largely Protestant nobility in Hungary. 

In an important corrective to the received view, Brockmann
argues that Ferdinand did not seek to widen the conflict during the
1620s. Whether the real motor for such action was Bavaria is perhaps
questionable, given that Dieter Albrecht and Michael Kaiser have
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emphasized how Duke Maximilian consistently waited for imperial
sanction before committing himself, as well as opposing anything
which might merge the Empire’s troubles with Spain’s various Euro -
pean conflicts. Nonetheless, Brockmann convincingly demonstrates
Ferdinand’s reluctance to use his early victories over Denmark in
1625–6 to recover the north German bishoprics which had been occu-
pied by Lutheran princes since 1555. As the successes continued into
1627, both Ferdinand and Maximilian resolved independently to pro-
ceed to full restitution. Even then, the emperor remained concerned
that he lacked sufficient legal basis for such an action. The genesis of
the fatal Edict of Restitution is covered at considerable length, indi-
cating that Ferdinand had to present it as a judicial verdict to avoid
the impression that he was exceeding his constitutional powers by
unilaterally rewriting the Peace of Augsburg. 

Bavaria undoubtedly pushed Ferdinand into making the Edict a
more stridently Catholic statement than he initially intended. Else -
where, the emperor’s policies ran counter to Bavarian desires, espe-
cially the plan to establish a permanent imperial naval and military
presence in northern Germany in alliance with Spain. Whereas this
followed temporary overconfidence, Ferdinand’s intervention in
northern Italy in 1628 was forced on him by Spain’s precipitous
action to impose a solution to the Mantuan succession crisis. The
detailed discussion of this problem, together with the electoral con-
gress which opened in Regensburg, underpins Brockmann’s argu-
ment that Ferdinand’s focus remained on the Empire and his hered-
itary lands. Intervention in Italy was dictated by his desire to uphold
imperial rights there. He was quite prepared to incur Spain’s dis-
pleasure if it enabled him to settle the Mantuan question and secure
peace with France. Likewise, Ferdinand accepted the need to readjust
the balance between him and the electors at Regensburg as the price
of maintaining his authority as legitimate ruler. The importance
attached by all participants to constitutional rights is revealed by
Brockmann’s analysis of Wallenstein’s dismissal and the reform of
the imperial army. Ferdinand had to sacrifice his plan to secure his
son’s election as successor in order to maintain the legitimacy of his
own rule which required the participation of the electors and other
imperial Estates. Yet constitutional propriety could work to his
advantage. Bavaria was obliged to drop part of its programme
because it tacitly accepted Ferdinand’s arguments that its own polit-
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ical and military autonomy lacked convincing foundation within im -
perial law.

There are further, more detailed insights on specific questions too
numerous to cover here. However, some relatively important aspects
of Ferdinand’s policies are curiously absent. There is no discussion of
Ferdinand’s frequent pardons of prominent opponents, such as
Christian of Anhalt, which drew considerable contemporary criti-
cism, yet were clearly an important strategy and related to his sense
of his position as emperor. Likewise, the lands and titles distributed
at Regensburg in 1623 to Habsburg loyalists and other supporters are
also omitted, though Brockmann does discuss Bavaria’s acquisition
of the electoral title and stresses how such rewards helped compen-
sate for fiscal–military inadequacy. The role of advisors, such as
Ferdinand’s confessor Lamormaini, is covered with Brockmann con-
cluding that, on all important questions, Ferdinand took the final
decision himself. Nonetheless, the process of policy-making remains
rather colourless and impersonal, as does the depiction of Ferdinand
himself. The text is driven by an exhaustive analysis of memoranda
and correspondence drawn from fourteen archives and backed by
impressive reading of the secondary sources. While this establishes
when and why key decisions were taken, it does not say much about
the people involved or what it meant to them. Rather more funda-
mental is the exclusion of events before 1618 and after 1630.
Ferdinand’s policy after 1618 was clearly shaped by his previous
experience as Archduke of Styria where his actions were already
guided by the narrow legalism characterizing his rule as emperor.
The decision to stop in 1630 does allow Brockmann to show how pre-
carious Ferdinand’s position remained despite the almost unbroken
run of military success since 1620. However, it means we still lack
proper coverage of his response to the Swedish invasion, Saxony’s
defection in 1631, and the flawed Peace of Prague which he
bequeathed to his son and successor, Ferdinand III.
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